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11
THE SUCCESSFUL TEXT IS NOT
A LW AY S T H E O N E T H AT M U R D E R S
M E TO P R OT E C T YO U
Vyshali Manivannan (Pace University-Pleasantville)

I wrote an essay in 2017. It traces relationships between chronic
pain, digital imaging, clinical and academic scholarship, metaphor.
It argues for a new poetics of pain. It’s 12-point Times New Roman,
two columns, with 1-inch margins, paragraphs, section breaks. It was
peer reviewed, published after a revise-and-resubmit in a SAGE special issue. Its citation alone suggests rigor.
I am told the successful scholarly text, the publishable text that will
earn me contract renewal, promotion, tenure-track conversion, is
the one that kills me.* I’m told it comes in unisex, one-size-fits-all,
12-point serif fonts, lines spaced the width of a baby’s fingerbone. It
observes the margins. It’s not a Twitter thread, a lyric essay, handwritten marginalia, a series of hidden comments couched in HTML, a
bulleted list. It is not, but really always is, one long authorial body
told in muddy tripwire.
I have written and published for several years with fibromyalgia, an
incurable, nonprogressive chronic pain condition characterized by
widespread pain, heightened pain sensitivity, affective dysfunction,
and fatigue. My body is unpredictably unruly, but you’d never know it
from my scholarship. The ways I express and account for my pain are
radically constrained by the formats we expect and materially reward
in academia: logocentric, rigidly formatted journal publications with
headings, subheadings, linear argumentation, error-free writing
disinfected of embodied language, meaning language that evokes
bodily actions and functions, and other proofs of an attentive, rational
mind unfettered by the urges of the flesh (Knoblauch 52). Mastery of
knowledge conflated with mastery over a body so disciplined it disappears. Pages anesthetized to heights this author can’t reach.**
*

The resulting ghosts banished to the extratextual margins. https://tinyurl.com/yx9rd
547.
** You don’t have to squint to see the execution taking place. Sick bodies, curable only
by death, make sick drafts (Dolphin-Krute, Ghostbodies). The signs are there if you can
apprehend them. My body hangs from the running header by bound wrists, striated by

https://d oi. org/1 0. 7330/9 781646422012. c011
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Linearity is another word for chronology. To extend crip time, the
constant temporal shifting experienced by a disabled body, fibromyalgic time is measured in multiple temporal structures, as well as their
loss (Kuppers). Here are four categories in chronic illness literature:
clock time, biographical time, past-present-future time, and inner
time (Jowsey 1093–1094). Clock time is endurance. Biographical time
is the disruption of the rhythm of the social world and of futurity.
Past-present-future time refers to the formation of bodily experience
and habit over time. Inner time is the cacophony of all the body’s
metronomes: heartbeat, breath, peristalsis (Jowsey 1095–1098). All
of this, all at once, is fibromyalgia: a never-ending, cyclical degeneration, annihilation, and becoming, unpredictably and without end,
intercalation that corresponds to no one’s timekeeping but my own.
My body of scholarship is an exercise in eugenics, reproducing the
illusion of homogeneous (able-bodyminded†) academic writers with
Western/rationalist notions of legitimate expertise. Even in papers
representing and analyzing my patient expertise, I have to make that
expertise something to be analyzed in place of knowledges, practices, and processes with inherent value. In the institution, expert is a
status attained through reproducible, confirmable, objective analysis;
revealing through craft what we already know, that pain is an interior
and intersubjective experience, destabilizes that rank.
Step lightly or enflesh “the ghosts who appear in the stories we tell
each other here in the academy” (Powell 12).
What becomes of the rhetoricity of a body chronically in pain if its
selfhood is conceived as isolated, incommunicable, shameful? If our
scholarship panders to this by favoring dominant discursive practices
that are purportedly neutral to not only perpetuate the illusion of
normative scholars but also protect a readership afraid of being
either disturbed by suffering bodies or stigmatized for not being disturbed enough?
The Greek uppercase delta signifies change. The asterisk is used to
correct errors, censor profanity, cut off a piano’s prolonged sound.
The dagger was for cutting dubious content or indicating death. The
section sign, for law. The double dagger, checkmate. Each of these
signs appears here. But we’re taught symbols only signify in literary
texts. In scholarship, they’re just bullet points.
A well-organized essay would go like this.*

†

*

2.0 spacing, big toes straining to find the footer of a page that fails to accommodate, legs
spread into wishbone. You, trained to be academic inquisitor, cut or stretch me in your
procrustean pages to conform into the only kind of corporeality you’re willing to admit.
“Because mental and physical processes not only affect each other but also give rise
to each other—that is, because they tend to act as one, even though they are conventionally understood as two—it makes more sense to refer to them together, in a
single term” (Price, “Bodymind Problem” 269). But if you prefer a Cartesian split (as
so many of you do), you know what to do with a wishbone.
Linearity strands me wherever I go, with navigational equipment incompatible to
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This chapter attempts to account for the ways successful, publishable scholarship deemed worthy of material reward privileges able-
bodyminded, neurotypical layouts that implicitly center Western, masculine, linear representations of attention and thought processing
(Cole; Dolmage; Hawkins). Such layouts do not include embodied
rhetoric, which implies that bodies are rhetorical and that rhetorical
arguments align with bodies and indicate an author’s intentional efforts
to rhetorically represent embodied experience (Knoblauch; Wilson and
Lewiecki-Wilson;). It similarly avoids embodied knowledge, the material
conditions of production, the corporeal processes and the default epistemological orientation of the fibromyalgic author, whose chronic pain
and brain fog mean her body is never invisible or unnoticed to her. Her
embodied language describes the flesh of a world that is palpable threat.
Anything can fatally hurt. Everything is depletion.
Our expectations of scholarly texts and pained subjects are predetermined by academic discourse, which configures legitimate textual
knowledge as antiseptic, cleansed of appeals to sensation. Postanesthetic
culture makes pain eradicable and therefore taboo, and so the exposure of pain is seen as a willfully licentious act done to attract curiosity (Garland-Thomson, Staring 63; Halttunen 304). Pain is affective
contagion. A text that conveys pain, potentially infectious, imperils the
“civilized” reader.† “Curiosity in the service of mastery tames the extraordinary” (Garland-Thomson, Staring 64), but if that curiosity results in
bodily arousal, the peril of absorbing carnal sensations contravenes academic expertise; it threatens the knowledge-making endeavor.
Academic knowledge making, from drafting to publication, vanishes
the epistemology and ontology of the chronically pained body, cultivating ableist genre conventions like linearity and clinical language,‡
the task. Chronicity is mythic time, self-renewing, propelling me forward at a halt,
generating rhythms particular to me, which is to say my body keeps its own time, and
linearity is a choreography I clumsily perform for you.
† It’s a purposeful choice, this embodied language, as alienated and alienating as I feel,
testament to the fact that “the page is not a pool but a skin, a skin is there to hold
in and it can feel you touching it. Did you really think it would just lie there and do
nothing?” (Atwood 79). If the successful text seeks to murder me, creative destruction and disability masquerade*,†,‡,§ are the only ways I survive (Siebers).
‡ I’m Léon Foucault’s pendulum when pushed, visual proof of rotation, ball and cable
swinging unidirectionally while the onlooker and earth turn beneath it. Like it, my
direction appears to change relative to your perspective. If you snapped my legs to
make a wish, look down, the blood spatter will tell you the axis of my world doesn’t
match yours. As long as I don’t react, I can feign an uncluttered mind. I tell a colleague about my agonizing marathon-drafting sessions, necessary to maximize my
moments of full clarity, and she says if I didn’t have such a disorganized work ethic,
it wouldn’t hurt so much to write. Seven years later, I still lie and say a daily writing
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Figure 11.1. Translation: The timekeeping of a body chronically in pain becomes linear in
publication, chronological, forward moving. But fibromyalgia is multiple time, incoherent velocity, disjointedness, shock, flight paths predicted and never flown because the
endpoint is always calculated to be “better,” or even better, “cured.” No matter how much
I imitate the normative scholarly text, I will never be better or cured. I exist. I endure.

denying chronically pained authors a presence in scholarship. The able
body is represented in scholarly craft as the able mind, while the pained
subject, to readers and to academic culture, is a liability. Enabling the
chronically pained body to visibly impact textual representations of
knowledge challenges scholarly gatekeeping as it pertains to embodiment, morality, and intellectual endeavor.†
As the Zalgo text generator* indicates, my text, going up, middle,
down, is maxi fucked up. Maybe it’s the closest visual analog to
thinking-through fog, thinking-with pain. Simultaneity to the point
of chaos, fibromyalgia’s temporality. The linearity and typeface of
academic discourse can’t reveal this. To do so would be to violate the
implicit denunciation of the composing body (Dolmage, “Writing
Against Normal” 119). Hence being a fuckup.
Maia Dolphin-Krute uses the metaphor of ghosts to describe chronic
illness, the body unbound by and abounding with pain that’s invisible

†

*

schedule, chapter divisions, a single mode of (beginning-to-end) reading is how I
compose. I’m never called on it. Because of what the product looks like, no one
thinks to ask.
“I will make less of an attempt to convince my readers than to provoke them into
musing along certain lines that are informed not by the traditional rules of argumentation, but by an alternative, nontraditional predisposition . . . a nondisciplinary, nonrational, nonargumentative basis” (Vitanza 44).
The Internet meme Zalgo points to something terrible lurking in the margins, the
feeling of chaos simulated through scrambled text, coming and coming soon, and in
its always-imminent coming exists a reminder that at any moment you might become
me (http://www.eeemo.net/).
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to everyone else, saying, “[I]f linear continuity is the absence of disruption, the continuity of the ghostbody is the presence of perpetual
disruption” (Ghostbodies 44). The unappeased ghost is eternal, outside
of time, but participant in and witness to its flow. Composing with/in
a chronically pained body means composing while disrupted by the
absence of normalcy and normal time, the ghostly imperative to haunt
your own homes. My epistemological production is most authentic
when crafted like a timeline perturbed by its own lack of logical clarity.
So the straightforward versions you publish with my name, doctored
to look less circuitous, look like I didn’t write them at all.
The successful scholarly text does not convey pain, even if/when the
author radiates nothing but.
Maybe you can’t see it here, at this resolution, sized for this page, but
the words are there, calcified in Zalgo’s white noise. With it, a dangled promise, a desperate need to believe, if I just look long enough,
if I wait long enough, the veil will part, everything I need will rise.
Scholarly texts display as little as possible the embodied circumstances and processes of their production. By conforming to disembodiment, conventional academic discourse problematically valorizes
the mode of thinking of Western, heteronormative, masculine,
able-bodyminded intellectuals by centering hegemonic voices and
recognizable theoretical rigor (Cole; Powell). It’s designed to prove
authors possess the cognitive capital to produce academic work, to
engage in intellectual endeavor, to mentally “fit”* into a university
department, a scholarly discipline, and an academic canon whose
genre conventions alchemize body into insensate brain.
Scholarly texts designed to discomfit and arouse expose a (fibromyalgic) author as nonacademic. Her work becomes tabloid sensationalism. Unauthorized expertise. Creative literature. Ghost stories.
Mel Y. Chen reminds us that the university’s insistence on always-
sharp, always-on acuity not only excludes the disabled but also
pretends the able-bodyminded never experience cognitive fatigue.
Writing a conference paper or journal article demands the display
of what she calls “a comprehension—a word that suggests both finality
but also wholeness of grasp” (172). I don’t remember the last time I
had this.† Brain fog is lethologica, anomia, disordered thinking, dissociation. It makes linearity and sustained focus difficult. I have to
trust that revision will let me reorganize in a way that makes sense
to everyone but me. I kill myself so the product conforms. Success
erases disability (Davis 9).
*
†

“A misfit occurs when the environment does not sustain the shape and function of the
body that enters it” (Garland-Thomson, “Story”). I fit the page better with broken legs.
For academics, speed is of the essence. It’s a bloodletting if you stumble. In the past
I cut myself to find the “wholeness of grasp” to meet exceptionally tight deadlines
(Chen). The last time I relapsed was that R&R, but respectability politics makes this
distasteful to share. You’d prefer not to know. I’m supposed to make it even with broken legs.
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Academic success means having an “unaffected” brain† (Price, Mad
104).
Academia positions itself as a moral enterprise, despite being built “in
service of and on top of the history of eugenics, lifting some bodies
upwards toward privilege upon the footings of segregation and oppression” (Dolmage, Academic 50). The nineteenth-century US university
bore the markers of a religious and cultural heritage while emulating
the research agenda of the German model (Marsden 3–7). Even when
intellectualism divested itself of unscientific spirituality, the university
retained the humanitarian sensibility, notions of bodily indulgence,
“civilized” rhetoric, and “respectable” dispositions of/towards pain.
The conventions of the scholarly text—namely, its visual layouts, structure, and language—operate to maintain and administer the dominance of Western epistemology. Because writing and epistemology are
directly related since language constructs reality, owing its meanings
and affective charge at least partially to its chosen conventions, we
should pay critical attention to the ethos inscribed into how we write,
how our writing looks, whose skins we’re asked to wear.
Words and sentences communicate, and how we visually represent
them affects not only the message but also how you perceive the
author.
The craft of letterforms has historically been more about invisible
conformity than conspicuousness. Ames Hawkins argues that the
standardization of Times New Roman and other serif fonts created a
visual frame for the legacy of masculine, colonialist, “civilized” (i.e.,
not unruly) epistemology, conveying authority, clarity, objective truth,
and dispassionate distance (163). Straight-edged and capitalistically
designed to fit more words on a page, Times New Roman was created to be efficient, powerful, appealing to rational intelligence. Its
uses in newspaper design link it to journalistic principles like truth,
objectivity, speed, vertical thinking. Its serifs are trustworthy, older
than defaults like Calibri and other sans serif fonts designed for
screen reading, and trustworthy because they’re older members of the
elite journalistic knowledge-making enterprise. The font you use is
often taken as an evaluative measure of your intelligence, class, taste
level, race, gender, capability (Turner 90). DeVoss suggests typeface
is transparent; we only notice it when it challenges our expectations
(“Matters”). Similarly, Times New Roman, whose use is required
in most university courses and journals, makes all authors straight,
white, able-bodied, neurotypical men, sustaining the imperialist myth
of the default identity, the absence of race, sexuality, able-bodiedness.
†

“Brain fog” is actively unwanted in academic spaces, and the potential for spontaneous
agonistic encounters in these spaces exacerbates fogginess. In these spaces, cognitive
difference or disability represents the unthinkable. When I’m forced to cop to it, I say
it like a dismissal of self or an apology to others, with that pervasive polite attitude that
accepts and forgives the university’s structural discrimination against chronic illness
and the temporal rhythms that go with it, and I hate myself just a little bit more.
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“Professional” fonts like Times New Roman, Arial, Cambria, Calibri
ask me to take up less space. To be rational, not creative.
Pain is personal and interpersonal, subjective and intersubjective,
intensely private and isolating, infinitely communicable and sharable (Morris: Scarry). It’s not always hidden from view. Language
constructs it. It speaks affectively. In official discourse, pain is monolithic, disruptive, and unendurable; in pop culture, expressing it, or
even having it, is constructed as a physical and moral flaw.*
Like Dolmage asserts, “[A]s we dictate that the word must bear no
trace of the non-normative body, we grant the word (and the technologies that produce it) a normative imperative” (“Writing” 111).
“Although typefaces are a subtle part of everyday life, at best innocuous and at worst invisible, they, in fact, contribute to larger systems
of power, control, and oppression by serving as visible marks of identities, tastes, levels of expertise, and social positions,” all of which
are embodied (Turner 104). Calibri, MS Word’s default font since
2007, might abolish serifs in favor of a “hip,” modern sensibility, but
I’ve read how its creator defended it against criticism, likening it to
a modern replacement for Times New Roman, novel and playful but
not frivolous, and most significantly, neutral, saying, “If you’re eating soup, you shouldn’t remember the shape of the spoon” (Arbes).
Which is another way of saying the page is the realm of the (neurotypical) mind, not the (dis-eased) body.
If spoons are widely used as the analogy for how those with chronic
pain and fatigue ration a finite amount of energy, then forgetting
the shape or supply of spoons is a luxury I don’t have.
Dolphin-Krute says, “Having a deadline implies having a product
that must be due by that time. The deadline of death means optimizing your pain and time-management strategies to produce a narrative of how well you survived before you die. Death is a failure of
management” (“Daily”). By writing this, I’m failing to manage your
perception of me, risking eviction from the neurotypical academy, a
variant of this death.
In the absence of embodied rhetoric, the text becomes the corporeal substitute for the authorial body. The presumption that text is
transparent and the body invisible, and “real” pain is neither, forecloses an epistemology informed by chronic pain. “Real” pain is sanitized out of the scholarly text, so any claims of chronic pain in this
genre look like malingering.
“It matters who reads, it matters who engages, and it matters who is
conceptualized as a reader” (Yergeau et al.). How you choose to read
says a lot about your politics of knowledge.
*

My cervical spine, upper traps, ribs, and psoas have needed a coddling I can’t give
them since June 2018. Recovery time is so often denied by publishing schedules. We
can’t forget the myth of the marathon, which is that its first runner died of exhaustion
on reaching the finish line. He was a courier. There are consequences for not doing
your job. I can’t get tired of being your pendulum. I can’t refuse what you wish.
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Successful scholarship, the kind that “counts” on a CV, models writing in which agonistic logos and straightforward thesis-and-support
argumentation are deeply, ideologically entrenched (Lee 94).
Melanie Lee describes the formatting requirements for her dissertation as a rhetoric of distance, that is, impersonal disembodiment,
necessary to portray herself as credible and authoritative. This comes
packaged with gendered assumptions about expertise, neutrality of
representation, what kinds of bodies get to be neutral.
Margaret Price’s work on intellectual disability and school: the academy (re)produces able minds in its sociality, procedures, formats,
exit examinations. Neurodiversity is not welcome (Mad 104–106).
Or, welcome only within the parameters of what Chen calls the “disciplined cognator”: able to name, retrieve, taxonomize in service to
the aesthetic of modern rationality (178). We are ideal candidates
when our disabilities don’t show.
Academic productivity, sociality, and success rely on mainstream
notions of able-bodymindedness (Chen 176–177). What/where we
publish impacts other fields of academic activity, so traditional academic writing is configured to impress journal and book editors,
colleagues, search committees, tenure committees.* The scholarly
genre thus “not only shapes content and sways understanding but it
constrains what we are permitted to say” (Morris 34). When we enter
a discipline, we must fit in.
If you were to photocopy this one sided and cut these bullet points
into playing cards, use the footnotes like game currency, shuffle once
you have a complete deck, designate the top twenty a common pool,
then gather a group of scholars, deal out your hands, and play it like
a card drafting game, it’s a closer simulation of how I must compose
through pain+fog.** But you won’t. And even if you do, you won’t win.
So much of this essay is disability masquerade, an “alternative method of managing social stigma through disguise [by] relying not on
the imitation of a dominant social role but on the assumption of an
identity marked as stigmatized, marginal, or inferior” (Siebers 5).
After all, “serious” documents, like scholarly publications, reflect the
*

At a college where I adjuncted, I was informally told the department’s search committee had just rejected a promising TT candidate because he had followed up his dissertation with a novel. He should have published the novel first, then the dissertation, the chair
said. It looks like his theoretical rigor and self-discipline are on the decline. Make sure you don’t
make the same mistake. Well. Look at what I’m doing now. No wonder I have to hang.
** I’m composing this essay in Sangha Kali, a font inspired by the Brahmic scripts of
Dravidian languages, like Tamil, my parents’ native language. I write in English but
prefer letterforms that remind me it isn’t the only way. For similar reasons I don’t
like capitalizations or quotation marks, which Dravidian languages don’t use. I play
with orthography to signal connective tissue. I write with line breaks, white space,
handwriting, all visualizations of my bodymind’s processing. I practice murder in the
dark, light pale fires, and play hopscotch in invisible cities, where the watchmen and
the sluts practice their oeuvres. Puzzles. Layered narratives. Nothing spoonfed, like
nothing’s ever spoonfed to me.
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cultural premium placed on invisibility—on “design that masks the
reality of any human or personal history behind it” (Nichols 39).
There’s nothing painful about Times New Roman. It imports what’s
“intellectual” about me and discards the pain+fog that spurs me to
occupy the social/scholarly positions I do.
Most traditional academic writing effaces the producer of knowledge
as embodied, as well as the means of production as an embodied
process. According to Rosalind Gill, “[W]riting remains, for the most
part, invisible, naturalized, and treated as if it were simply the neutral disinterested recording of research” (18–19). Acceptable scholarship is well ordered, linear, cohesive, concise, conforming to surface
features like 12-point Times New Roman, 1-inch margins, citation
styles, while Othered scholarship overlaps with literary genres, is
creative, concerned with aesthetics, indirect, digressive, recursive,
experimental, breaking the laws of format and genre, and making
space for usage errors (Dolmage, “Writing,” 115–117).
Pain scholar*† David Morris tells us, “In a scholarly journal, discourse
about suffering will normally take the form of 25-page essays. There
will be footnotes to contemporary thinkers, correct grammar, titles
with colons. Obscenities and profanities will be expunged. Readers
may notice that the essays place a premium on intelligence, employ
difficult or specialized diction, avoid familiar ideas, and strive to
appear original” (33–34).
Professionalism becomes a matter of x-height and slope of letterforms. “The literary mode of typographic representation, borrowing
from the convention of the unmarked text, posited the existence of
an absent author whose authority was reworked through the seemingly transparent, speaking-itself, character of the words on the
page. The subversive disruption of this authority and its impact on
the structure of subjectivity, ideology, and power in the text were
effected through typographic manipulation” (Drucker 103). As
decolonized as Sangha Kali or the Sino-Tibetan Jura, in which this
was composed, as cripped as chaotic Zalgo.
Academic style seems informed by postanesthetic culture, which
views pain as distasteful and deviant and also asserts that a cultivated
mind is repulsed by publicized displays of pain (Halttunen).‡
With the body made invisible, identity, process, and experience
disappear as well. What’s left are the values of dominant discourse.
Peter Cole, in poetic form, sketches the dominance of Western
experience in scholarly texts, describing how chapters, paragraphs,
punctuation, capitalization, and other mechanisms of academic
codification are meaningless and antithetical to Aboriginal frames of
†

‡

The dagger symbol is the closest I come in traditional academic writing to a visualization of pain; anodyne though it is, at least it represents something capable of
wounding.
The hanging, the snapped wishbones, marathons, murders, daggers, written as a sign
that a pained body is writing this, always murdered for her text to succeed.
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thinking, orality, and temporality (448–449). He notes, “[I]n order
to enter those realms of anointed power/those racially predestined
orbs those p/reserves of academ(ent)ia . . . it is deemed I am to follow western epistemologies”† (450).
We imagine the authorial body upright at a computer, at a desk.
Composition is, for me, a collaboration between authorial body
and the writing technologies (laptop, pen) and rehabilitative technologies (yoga mat or bed, foam roller, heating pad, neck brace,
lumbar support, 90–90 cube, tDCS device, etc.) with which I am
entangled. “Making knowledge is not simply about making facts
but about making worlds, or rather, it is about making specific
worldly configurations—not in the sense of making them up ex
nihilo, or out of language, beliefs, or ideas, but in the sense of
materially engaging as part of the world in giving it specific material form” (Barad 91).‡
I had to cleanse that SAGE essay of its composition processes: sans
serif font, 11-point, no indentations, single spaced with white space
to signify and simulate cognitive hiccups. I was able to retain my metaphors, but at one point the quantity of poetics was questioned, so to
meet the word count, I cut. You were involved in that intersubjective
construction of my pain, whether you like it or not (Manivannan,
“Author Draws a Blank”).
Editing and revising become a purification of language, intended
to correct linguistic and generic errors as well as bodily aberration
(Dolmage, “Writing”).
When the body disappears, what upswells are respectability politics,
deference to disciplinary authority in the form of jargon, citation,
allegedly objective empirical practice, a disregard for the affective
power of letterforms and words.
Entering an academic discipline, “becoming disciplined” as it
were, still involves this form of writing. Leonard Cassuto and Paul
Jay, in examining the dissertation genre, observe that “the thesis
cannot be separated from the conditions under which the student
writes it,” despite the fact that we are trained to separate them
(84). It’s in accordance with the biopolitical imperative to govern
the body, especially those deemed deviant, unruly, potentially
intractable.
†
‡

It’s harder to break wishbones than it is to break me. A body so easily shattered can’t
be seriously committed to being a body, or a text.
If you do cut this body or text, you can divine from her entrails how some of these
technological permutations open up possibilities while other combinations foreclose
them. I allot hours to creating and refining potential workspaces that never fully
work. While revising the essay that received an R&R, I asked for an extension after
vomiting the second time and was given a day. There’s a paragraph in there about
burnout, I think. I halved my daily dose of medication to stay up all night, and barely
recognized myself in the mirror, or in the reformatting I’d made myself do.
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We become “prisoners of ancient orientations imbedded in the languages we have inherited” (Hayakawa 9).*
Traditional academic writing fits well within infrastructures founded
on able-bodymindedness, crafted to make (marginalized) bodies invisible, privileging a standard of conformity and coherence built for linear, rational logos (Yergeau et al.). This tells future scholars with alternate ways of knowing and processing to expect to perform additional
labor to represent knowledge similarly, and to conceal that labor.†
To create a body of scholarship is to act on the body of the world.‡
Academic language “seeks to represent the phenomenological world,
and the grammar it’s developed to do so is disembodied, depersonalized, careful to avoid provoking affective reaction, objective, crafting
the only appropriate response as cerebral. We can intellectualize
about pain all we want, but to experience it is to be both utterly
bored and driven mad with desire to repeatedly stab the sites of pain,
as though only violence of greater intensity will persuade the unwanted tenant to leave. Solely cerebral expression, which seeks a solely
cerebral response, will never be sufficient to the task” (Manivannan,
“What We See,” 11).** How many times have I written this? Why do I
still feel the need to write it down? Pain+fog means being prone to
forgetting; chronicity makes it a repetition that never ends.
Carl Rhodes, paraphrasing Ginsburg: “The minds of my generation, the best and the worst, insofar as they consider themselves to
be writers, have been haunted by the spectre of scientific discourse,
shoehorned into dry genres and bullied by audit regimes that try to
wring out the passion and romance of thought” (289–290).
Anna Gibbs: “[T]he direct action of a few startling words on an
unsuspecting body can threaten the integrity of the self” (“Writing”
310). The impartial rhetoric of academic style skirts the danger of
affective contagion whereby embodied rhetoric provokes sympathetic response, a heightened sensory receptivity to the author’s
*

“[P]aper has long been the form whereon the academy has held the forest hostage”
(Cole 451).
† It’s not fair, says that colleague when my scholarship is recognized, Some people work
really hard. The implication is that I don’t because in me work looks fitful, sporadic,
not like the deep focus of overwork. But work, for me, is always overwork, while overwork is suicide. If that’s what the cult of overwork in academia expects at its altars as
celebration, then my habits have been better than yours all along.
‡ In the past, I only ever self-injured for focus when creating scholarship, not art. Both
activities require focus. But I wonder if the latter inculcates a disposition towards the
body that is more accommodating, if the literary allowances that tolerate embodied
knowledge put my bodymind at ease. I wonder how much less pain I’d be in if I
could merge the creative and critical without fearing for my career.
** I’m always writing with internal noise; I externalize the sounds with “torture porn”
to write entangled with the noise of others and attend less to mine. For this paper,
the lineup was Saw VI, Hostel (1 and 2), the entire Wrong Turn franchise. The plot is
always the same: someone violates established mores and must be put to death.
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corporeal suffering (Gibbs, “Panic” 141). Paralleling Lee’s rhetoric
of distance, Karen Halttunen writes that the eighteenth-century rise
of spectatorial sympathy was predicated on social distance, catering
to middle-class sensitivity to pain. Pain is entertaining, interesting,
informative, but not without a fourth wall.
According to Halttunen, the cult of humanitarian sensibility—which
saw pain as unacceptable and revolting—originated in intellectual
strains. Sensation to knowledge was constructed as reason, different
from sensation to pain, or irrational intuition. The reasonable individual was a virtuous individual, able to imagine a sufferer’s plight—
but also a tormentor’s cruelty. We secretly compare ourselves to
the sufferer and congratulate ourselves on our exemption; like the
inflictor, like logos, we imagine ourselves in total control (309–312).
Scholarship contains itself. It doesn’t scream.
Mastery and bodily revelation don’t go together. The body is flawed.
It isn’t mastery. It’s weakness.*
Over the course of the eighteenth century, Quaker concerns over
the deliberate infliction of pain on Black slaves redefined (white)
concepts of cruelty. These objections were concerned with white
slaveholders’ salvation more than Black slaves’ pain: slavery was an
indulgent luxury, luxury signaled moral laxity, and this hinged on the
slaveholders’ (violent, disciplinary) obsessions with (their slaves’) flesh
(Abruzzo 17–24). Cultivating the soul, cultivating the mind, meant
abandoning the flesh, which meant the corporeal experience of pain
had to be designated morally and intellectually bankrupt. Viewing it
became pornographic (Halttunen). Omitting it, academic.
Writing this is excruciating. I don’t want to be in pain, or hurt you,
but I wonder what we mean by immersing ourselves in knowledge.
In that published essay, I quote Deborah Padfield: “Chronic pain disrupts narrative, and perhaps having that seen, heard, and acknowledged is more important than trying to frame the narrative linearly,”
allowing us to frame our knowings freely instead of focusing on how
we should order our experience (253).
I have to construct the scholarly text in the grasp of destructive plasticity, form produced in the annihilation of form, the exhaustion
of possibility, the refusal of what is in favor of what could be, a negation that surfaces an alternative subjectivity (Malabou 85–89). It’s
Hellraiser’s waiting room. A bored but anticipatory attitude towards
intensities that are unplanned but expected, the expectation of the
arrival of a new form of being unrecognizable even to itself.
I argued with my editors about the aesthetic alterations. They let
me keep my creative subheading titles but created columns, added
indentations, attached floating lines to body paragraphs, removed all
*

Especially because chronicity makes pain mundane, even though it episodically reasserts its presence through flare-ups or altered intensity according to activity, position, or
other visceral presences like menstruation and its particular brand of pain (Leder 72).
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my white space.* Embodied language aside, their product resembled
a cleanly formatted, traditional academic essay. Not even a footnote
explaining why I’d wanted to include white space, to perform the
material circumstances of fibromyalgia. The embodied knowledge
inherent to form—cleansed.
Knowledge informed by pain looks like knowledge impeded by pain,
antithetical to the successful (mind) text. What is this, you might
ask, but a list of ideas and quotes with a loose weave that I want you
to labor over, unstitch and resew with your own knowledges, viscerally feel how it comes from a particular body. “An embodied rhetoric
that draws attention to embodied knowledge—specific material
conditions, lived experiences, positionalities, and/or standpoints—
can highlight difference instead of erasing it in favor of an assumed
privileged discourse” through language and the visuality and materiality of the page (Knoblauch 62). Conceptualizing a kind of reader
possessed of more than solely scholarly orientation who can become
attuned to pained bodies the way those bodies must attune to themselves. Acknowledging that to even write these words, my body did
not passively serve as a conduit of objective observation but acted as
a meaning maker, in/through/with the scholarly text.
“The call to adopt an attitude of epistemic uncertainty is paradoxical to what we come to know academically, where claims to know are
cherished, where contributions to cultivating specifics of disciplines
are notarized to ensure upward mobility, and, above all, where accumulated knowledges provide the credibility that underpins belonging in the academy” (Herising 141). The idea of an autopoietic text
collaged out of literary detritus is antithetical to both professional,
routinized scholarship in which genre deviations are immoral aberrations, and the regime of middle-class sensibility and bodily normalcy to which it subscribes (Dolmage, “Writing Against Normal”;
Halttunen). Inscribing scholarship with the embodied knowledge of
chronicity/suffering that reflects the realities of fibromyalgia is tantamount to jeopardizing success in academic culture.
Morris says genre shapes suffering and determines how suffering will
be perceived. When academic rhetoric negates the embodied experiences of nonnormative bodies, it encourages the suppression of
corporeal sympathy between writers and readers, such that academic
publishing becomes an instrument of social control. Embodying
pain in language and layout would acknowledge that writing is an
intrinsically painful act and, through affective contagion, would
encourage empathy and challenge the position of academic style as
a manufacturer of morals and decency.
Embodied language that breaks the taboos around pain—its sensory
*

White space imbues a page with (crip) time. Your eyes travel more slowly, or skip ahead
more quickly. The visual space it occupies indicates physical (temporal) distance.
Lacking white space, the scholarly page is timeless, measured in the minutes it takes
your eyes to spatially glide over it without accounting for the process of digestion.
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evocation, its pornographic nature—can provoke in the scholarly
community a tolerance of (feeling) undesirable bodily sensation and
allow it to play its role in knowledge making.
Through conveying embodied knowledge in language and form,
writers can stage an empathetic reader response. Instead of implicitly apprehending chronic pain and fatigue as dysfunctional, inefficient, or a failure to be/think normally because it’s textually erased,
we can add Other/Othered bodies, frames, structures, knowings to
academic canons that privilege objective, authoritative voice and linear argumentation. Not agonism, but intersubjective construction of
pain and sharing of embodied experience.
The merit badges we award in academia are these: Burned out.
Exhausted. Overcaffeinated. No time. Haven’t eaten. Last-minute deadlines.
But I have to eat. I can’t last-minute. I can’t opt out of enervation. I
feel scrutinized and vulnerable writing about how forbidden it feels
to embody in our genres.*
Nick Sousanis, arguing against privileging particular composition
forms over others in his philosophical comic: “While standardization
has its uses, conforming to another’s expectations is detrimental . . .
to ignore our differences and the configuration of threads from
which we are uniquely composed robs us of our inherent nimbleness. Rather than funneling our time here down narrow paths, following a series of prescribed steps, let us open this out . . . and see
what possibilities emerge when we author paths as uniquely our own
as our feet themselves” (146–148).
If you’re looking for a conclusion, it’s that writing this is a choice
but also not a choice. I tell myself myths about the vast gulf between
choice and not-choice, but that space itself is an illusion. Let me
believe that as I am, I am enough is good enough.
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